SOULSKIN
Parallel Dialogues: Golden Mean
SEPT 6-8

DMT & COSTANOAN INDIAN RESEARCH INC
REINDIGENIZE: BAY AREA CULTURE SHARING
OCT

SCOTT WELLS & DANCERS
DEC 6-8

DanceWRIGHT Project
11th Anniversary Season
Oct 4-6

DMT & LENORA LEE DANCE
IN THE SKIN OF HER HANDS
NOV 1-3

ALONZO KING LINES BALLET
TRAINING PROGRAM
WINTER SHOWCASE 2019
DEC 13-15

DMT & ARENAS DANCE COMPANY
¡ESO SÍ!
OCT 11-13

DMT’S 20TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
¡ADELANTE!
At the Herbst Theater
NOV 8

SWEETCAN PRODUCTIONS
MITTENS & MISTLETOE
DEC 26-29

PASEO ARTISTICO
PROTECT THE SACRED
OCT 12

Festival of Latin American Contemporary Choreographers
Puentes Y Huesos
NOV 15-16

SAVE THE DATE! DANCE BRIGADE
BUTTERFLY EFFECT
JAN 24-FEB 9

DMT & DANCING EARTH
BETWEEN UNDERGROUND & SKYWORD(BTW US)
OCT 26-27

DAWSONDANCESF
KEEP YOUR HEAD TO THE SKIES
NOV 29-DEC 1

Dance Mission Theater and its programs are supported in part by San Francisco Arts Commission, SF Grants for the Arts, Center for Cultural Innovation, Department of Children, Youth, and their Families, California Arts Council, Voluntary Arts Contribution Fund, Zellerbach Family Foundation, Kenneth Rainin Foundation, Kaiser Permanente Community Benefit Program, and individual donors.
DMT is proud to present four groups of womxn identified artists this Fall.

**WORD!**
**Womxn’s Oracular Radical Dance Series**
Where fierce women speak truth to power

- **Rulan Tangen / Dancing Earth**
  - Between Underground and Skyworld (BTW US)
  - Oct 26-27
  - plus
  - Kanyon Sayers-Roods
  - and Bernadette Smith in
  - REINDIGENIZE: Bay Area Culture Sharing
  - *Part of DMT’s HOME series*

- **Lenora Lee / Lenora Lee Dance**
  - In the Skin of Her Hands
  - Nov 1-3

- **Susana Arenas Pedroso / Arenas Dance Company**
  - Eso sí
  - Oct 11-13

**TICKETS & INFO**
[DMT.org](http://www.dancemissiontheater.org)
415 826 4441
3316 24th Street (Mission)
San Francisco
Accessible by public transportation via 24th Street BART Station
MUNI Lines 14, 49, 67, 48, 12

An inter-cultural community dance center and theater located in the heart of San Francisco’s Mission District. Rooted in intersectional feminism, Dancemission is dedicated to supporting the voices of POC, womxn, youth, queer, and immigrant artists.